The fault monitor data analysis of aviation equipment is essential for the failure diagnosis and further researches. Here we propose a new approach based on Mutual Information to measure the correlation of the fault types and the data indexes, particularly in how to analysis the correlation of discrete variables and continuous variables. Then the fire control system of aircraft is taken for example to make sure the fault symptom class. Furthermore, we compare the results with that by Correlation Coefficient method and draw the conclusion that the Mutual Information method based on entropy makes more sense.
Introduction
The analysis, disposal and selection of different kinds of monitor data are crucial to further researches in the complex system or the aviation equipment. The correlation study of the monitor data and the system or equipment fault can provide basis for the failure diagnosis to understand the operation condition of equipment more exactly and efficiently. Therefore, how to analyse the correlation quantitative between fault types and monitor data is very important and most researches are still in the qualitative phase so far.
Many familiar methods such as correlation analysis and regression analysis are broadly used in the correlation analysis study whereas have their own limits [1, 2] . Although the studies on the correlation analysis domestic and overseas go deepen continually, the theory and method of entropy has its own advantages-entropy is the uncertainty measurement of the random variable. The method of Mutual Information based on entropy could measure all the statistical correlation between statistical variables and has been applied in the medicine field [3] . Some researchers combined Mutual Information and
ρ is the correlation coefficient of and X Y which represents the Mean of multiplying the standard -variable and
In the Eq.1, 1 
The Entropy Based Mutual Information Method

Mutual Information Based on Entropy
Entropy is the disordered degree of the system and has broadly applied in Cybernetics, Probability, Cosmical Physics and Bionomy. Entropy reveals the uncertainty of object in the information system.
Mutual information is a useful information measurement and is based on entropy, which shows the correlation of two incident class. 
is and the joint probability densities are described as ( , )( 1, 2 , ; 1
is discrete variable and 
The mutual information between i X and j X can be expressed as
Correlation Study between Discrete Variables and Continuous Variables
When considering the correlation between fault types and data indexes, the fault types of aircraft can be seen as discrete random variables, while monitoring data can be seen as continuous random variables. Mutual Information method is usually limited to the studies of the correlation of discrete random variables instead of continuous random variables. Here we propose a new approach to quality the correlation between fault type and monitoring data.
After random sample is given, it is particular important to find appropriate way to conform the distribution and estimate the parameters. If Conditional Probability Density Function (CPDF) has known, question would be much simpler. Here we assume that the CPDF of monitoring data is Normal Distribution as we know from history experience. The parameters of Normal Distribution can be estimated by maximum likelihood method.
Given a set of continuous characteristic variables j X and discrete variables 1 2 ( , , , )
and get sample
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, and aim to quantity the correlation between characteristic random variables and type variables. The CPDF of continuous random variables is The PDF (Probability Density Function) of discrete variables is ( ) , 1, 2,
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The mutual information of i X and can be expressed as
The Shannon entropy of i X can be got from Eq.2 . Mean and variance can be get from maximum likelihood method as Eq.4.
Example
The fault of fire control system is one of fault type when aircraft operating. There are many detection indexes which could be used for failure diagnosis. So it would be a representative example for research of correlation between fault types and data indexes.
There are 15 key voltage detection points which could describe 11 kinds of fault type in aircraft fire control system. Table 1 shows a part of the sample of monitoring voltage data for the lack of space. The data contains 11 kind of fault including antennae fault, high frequency receiver fault, master oscillator fault, transmitter fault, synchronizer fault, control unit fault, switch unit fault, adjustingunit fault, computer fault, power unit fault.
Each components fault could be described as binary variable. And these 11 kinds of fault type are express as . 
With these data we can study the correlation between fault types and monitoring data. As we do not consider the correlation between index data, so we can analyse every single correlation between voltage data each component fault. the volume of sample is confirmed by the record of j X in correlation analysis. 
Mutual Information Method.
The sample volume of the monitor random data X is assumed as Normal Distribution and , μ σ could be estimated by maximum likelihood method. After calculating the mutual information using Eq.2-4, we can select the higher correlation data and get maximum correlation classes below:
